SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
BUILT-IN SOLUTION, MOBILE SOLUTION,
SYSTEM SOLUTION, MARINE VERSIONS

JOKER
Built-In Edition with condensation hood
Thanks to our built-in edition the JOKER can be
installed in standard kitchen cupboards. The unique
Multi-Eco-Condensation Hood creates a pleasant
indoor climate and condenses up to 90 % of steam.
With its loadable pull-out rails the built-in JOKER
provides easy access for service and maintenance.

JOKER
Mobile Edition
For all occasions where there is no fixed water supply
Eloma offers the mobile edition of the JOKER.
It comes with an integrated fresh water and wastewater tank for maximum flexibility. The filling levels of
the water tanks are conveniently, intuitively and userfriendly shown on the display.

BACKMASTER
Mobile Edition
For all occasions where there is no fixed water supply
Eloma offers the BACKMASTER with watertank.
This BACKMASTER has an integrated water tank.
An acoustic signal and a display-indication show the
refilling information. The water tank filling is permanently monitored.

KOMBIMIX STATIONS
Compact units and table top units
Our customer-specific KombiMix stations
offer you the greatest possible flexibility in
individual combination of combi steamers, baking
ovens, convection ovens and condensation hoods. All
compact units respectively all table top units are fully
compatible with each other so almost any design is
possible for the KombiMix Stations.

OCEAN EDITION
Table top units and floor standing units
Whether on the high seas or in the depths of the
ocean, our equipment is adaptable to the extreme
conditions on ships or in submarines. Special adjustments ensure your safety even in stormy waters. All
functions can be used – for easy handling and the
best cooking and baking results in your galley or restaurant. There are also marine versions for mix stations available. All combis meet the requirements of
the United States Public Health (USPH) and have the
following certifications: NSF, UL, ETL, GS, VDE

ASK FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION NOW:
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: +49 8141 395-188
E-Mail: sales@eloma.com

